SHOULD I PURCHASE A MANUFACTURED HOME COMMUNITY THAT
LIES WITHIN A 100 YEAR FLOOD ZONE?

Some manufactured home communities are in choice areas. They have views, convenient road access,
and are near places we enjoy. However, that’s typically not the case. As land cost is a major factor for
affordable housing, manufactured home communities (MHC’s) are usually not located on the most
expensive land. Furthermore, most cities discriminate against MHC’s by limiting where they can be or
excluding them altogether. Unfortunately, affordable land and areas reserved for MHC’s too often lie at
lower elevation spaces. The risk of flooding becomes a concern for all when properties are located
within a 100-year flood zone.
Whenever considering the
acquisition of an MHC, its important
a buyer know if the area lies wholly
or partially within a 100-year flood
zone, technically called a “special
flood zone hazard area,” hereinafter
referred to as a “hazardous flood
zone”. A quick online search will
show where most hazardous flood
zones are. Your insurance agent
should have access to more detailed
maps which can help you define the
extent of any flood hazard.
Once you know the MHC you are
considering lies wholly or partially
within a hazardous flood zone, the
next concern will be exact elevations. Most manufactured homes sit approximately two and a half feet
above the ground. Knowing if the floor of any home in the community will be sitting below the
hazardous flood level is critical.

To determine elevations, you will need to have a survey taken of a few of the lowest homes in the park.
An elevation survey provider can be found online by typing “Elevation Certificates near me” in your
browser. This survey will provide you with an Elevation Certificate which will be needed, not only to
determine if you will go forward with your purchase but will be a required document for the purchase of
flood insurance. The cost varies from a few to several hundred dollars per certificate. The certificate
will list three exact elevations relative to sea level. These include:
(1) the elevation of the ground below the home,
(2) the elevation of the bottom of the home, and
(3) the elevation of the 100-year flood plain.
If (3) is lower than that of (2), your risk is notably less than it would be otherwise.

Community owners regularly purchase “Loss of Income” insurance. This protects the income should it
cease due to a closure caused by a covered peril. Damage from high winds or fire are the two primary
reasons MHC owners suffer insurance covered closures. Very few commercial insurance policies include
flood coverage. This is when it is important to have an experienced MHC insurance counselor. You
must purchase a policy which specifically includes this “loss of income” protection due to flooding.
An MHC located within a hazardous flood zone is worth less than a similar MHC outside of a hazardous
flood zone because the cost of operations and insurance, and the risk to ownership are higher. Lenders
will require flood coverage on the structures and the revenue. And beware as of all the Income
Statements shown me by prospective MHC buyers, I’ve yet to see a seller’s financial statement that fully
disclosed adequate flood insurance costs. Costs are also higher for resident home owning tenants. All
homes with FDIC backed mortgages located within the hazardous flood zone must maintain flood
insurance. The cost for this will be a minimum of $300/year/home and as high as a few thousand per
year per home. This raises the cost to live in the flood prone MHC and thus diminishes a tenant’s value
proposition to live there.

There’s a good acquisition price for most MHC’s
including those in hazardous flood zones. However,
given the extra risk and expense of owning an MHC
within a 100-year flood zone, the price paid for it
should reflect the increased cost of operation and risk
of loss.
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